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Goal 

To increase downloads of the mobile app Date Seat. 

 

Plan 

After looking at social media sites as well as the website, we decided that my efforts 

would be best fit for Google Adwords. Part of what allowed us to make this conclusion 

was, at that point, my current Adwords certification. This, plus the fact that Date Seat 

had no Google Adwords experience, made it a simple decision. We planned to do a 

two-week run, make the necessary changes, and give it another go. We would continue 

to repeat this process until the end of the semester. 

 

Action  

I set up one single Adwords campaign with one ad group and one ad. More established 

Adwords accounts usually will have multiple campaigns, ad groups, and ads, broken 

down based off various sections of their website - but one is good to start with. Using 

keywords such as “restaurants in boston” or “restaurant apps”, “where to take my 

girlfriend/boyfriend”, etc, I set up a Google ad on the Search Network with Display 



Select. This means that Google will show our ad on its usual search results page, but 

also on relevant websites on the Display Network which can show text ads, image ads, 

video ads, etc. I decided to create a text ad and targeted people located in, searching 

for, or showing interest in the Boston area. In hindsight I would have utilized Google’s 

“mobile app engagement ad” format as it aligns better with our goal of maximizing 

downloads. We decided that monday-friday, noon-8pm, would be a good time slot for 

our ad to run. This was in part due to indicators that pointed to peak downloading times, 

as well as a limited budget. The headline of this add linked to the homepage of the 

website. An ad extension labeled “Download for iOS” linked directly to a download from 

the app store. The second sitelink extension linked to the “What is Date Seat?” page on 

the website. This ad ran from March 13th until March 24th. In order to make the 

necessary adjustments for the next round, rather than editing the original campaign, I 

created a new one. Otherwise we would not be able to compare the results of our 

changes as effectively. This ad was only ran for a total of three days scattered 

throughout mid-April. 

 

  



Results/Analysis 

March 

Overall, this Adwords campaign yielded meaning results. With that said, there were 

inconsistencies that lead to some misleading data as well. Ideally the two campaigns 

would be live for the same amount of time, with certain changes being made one at a 

time. 

 

When you go into the Adwords dashboard you will see the two ad campaigns - the one 

from March and the one from April - labeled accordingly. Let’s go into March to start. 

 



Once you click on the campaign you will see the one ad group I made. In here you will 

find our ad. 

At a quick glance, these numbers are not very attractive. But by optimizing keyword bids, 

assessing ad extensions, and looking at Google’s network distribution, so on and so forth. This 

process will ultimately lead to great ad campaigns. 

 

Here you see the sitelink extension I mentioned. This actually has a pretty decent 

click-through-rate. 



 

The one other extension I had put on March’s ad was an app extension which linked to a direct 

download of the app. This also had a good click-through-rate. Infact, both extensions had a 

better individual click-through-rate than the ad campaign itself. This supports the idea that the 

more specific you can be, the better your ad will perform. April’s adjustments support this as 

well. 

April 

Despite enabling the ad for a total of only 3 days, causing much of the data to be uncomparable 

to March, there were still certain data points that were indeed beneficial to our progress. 



We are going to ignore the low CTR because I am confident that it would be higher if the ad ran 

for longer. What we will not ignore is the average position. In March, our average position was 

2.5 on the Search Network and 1.1 on the Display Network. Here in April, we have an average 

position of 1.6 on the Search Network and 1.0 on the Display Network. The Display average 

position did not change much (it didn’t need to) but our Search Network average position moved 

up almost one whole spot. Average position is all about relevance. Time doesn’t affect this 

metric like it does the others, which is why we can compare it to March. This change in average 

position can most likely be attributed to the combination of two things: the website update along 

with the subsequent sitelink extensions I added relative to the update. 



Above is the list of sitelink extensions, plus my app extension at the bottom, which I added in 

response to the website update. Each extension has a good click-through-rate, including the 

app extension. 

  



Display Network? 

We know that Google has two networks: Search and Display. We also have data to 

support the idea that the Display Network on its own may be more effective for some of 

our ads than the Search Network. Since our ad was active on both Search and Display 

Networks, we should segment these results in order to see which network was utilized 

most effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do this by clicking on ‘Segment’ and then ‘Network’. 

 

 

  



Here are the results for the campaigns from March (top) and April (bottom). You will see 

the overall distribution between the two networks. Pay attention to the ‘Google search’ 

and ‘Google Display Network’ metrics. These numbers tell us which network Google 

thought our ad would be more relevant on. It’s clear that the Display Network was more 

effective in terms of the click-through-rate, cost-per-click, impressions, average position, 

and total amount of clicks. March’s 1.1 average position shows that we were almost 

always in the number one spot when our ad shows on the Display Network, yet our ad 

usually got only second or third on the Search Network. Even with April’s short-lived 



campaign the Display Network outperformed the Search Network in the same manner. 

Below is a comparison of March’s keywords that generated results on the Search 

Network (top) and the Display Network (bottom). 

Notice again how the Display Network utilized our ad more effectively. Again - more 

clicks, higher CTR, lower cost. 



 

Click on the ‘Display Network’ tab, then ‘Placements’. 

To put the Display Network in perspective, this is a portion of the list of all the third-party 

websites that our ad showed up on in March. Notice the very high click-through-rates 

and the very low CPC compared to the Search Network. 



Recommendations 

● Experiment with the Display Network. It has outperformed the Search Network with our 
ads so far which is plenty of reason to give it a shot. 

● Right now it seems like most of Date Seat’s capital needs to be put aside for growth. 
Once Date Seat is more established and more funds are readily available, I highly 
recommend circling back to Adwords. These ad campaigns were affected by limited 
budget and inconsistent timing. With more expendable capital to spend on Google, we 
can let ads run for longer, collect more data per day, and capitalize on one of the most 
powerful tools at our disposal.  

● Facebook has indicated that it is a lead generator of downloads as well as traffic to the 
site. Google demands consistent and elongated amounts of money being spent while 
Facebook allows for a one-time spend as little as $5 on any given post. That should be 
all the reason to spend some money on Facebook - $10 here, $20 there, maybe $100 on 
big news. It is best practice when beginning to advertise to start where your brand is 
engaging your customers the most. 

● Continue to update website content. Google SEO loves an active site and tends to avoid 
sites with little change. As restaurants continue to join your site, it inevitably is updated. 
So you have little to worry about there, although monitoring your keywords in the body, 
headers, and even image alt-tags is necessary. 

● Just like with Opentable, consider partnering with dating apps like Tinder or Bumble. 
Image in people could put restaurant preferences in their profiles. People could schedule 
and make reservations after matching with each other, or at least match because of their 
restaurant preferences. From the dating apps’ perspective, it would give people more 
reason to actually meet  each other rather than throwing up raunchy pick-up lines. 


